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SINAMICS SM12.12.06 V02.05.00Active infeed - Sequencer

<1> POWER ON = 24 V electronics power supply OFF --> ON or RESET button.

p0115[3]

Missing enable 
signals [8934]

Faults/alarms
F07220

<3> STWAE.xx = Control sequence control infeed bit xx (r0898) [8920]

POWER ON <1>

S1: Power on inhibit 
ZSWAE.6 = 1

ZSWAE.0/1/2/8 = 0

S2: Ready to power-up 
ZSWAE.0 = 1

ZSWAE.1/2/6/8 = 0

S3a: Power-on operation
ZSWAE.0/8 = 1

ZSWAE.1/2/6 = 0 
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p3490

OC/OFF2 (STWAE.1)
ON/OFF1 (STWAE.0)

"Commissioning completed"
(p0010 = 0 and p0009 = 0)

S3: Ready
ZSWAE.0/1 = 1 

ZSWAE.2/6/8 = 0

S7:
Line switch, RKA,
pre-charging etc.
is powered-down

Infeed ready
r0863.0 [2610.2]

To VECTORMV
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<4>

<4>

INF t_delay OFF
0.0 ... .1000000 [ms] 

p3490 (0.0)

Operation
ZSWAE.0/1/2 = 1
ZSWAE.6/8 = 0
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<4> ZSWAE.xx = Status word sequence control infeed bit xx (r0899) [8926]

OC/OFF2
(STWAE.1)

<4>

<4>

<4>
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0 = External power-on
inhibit active [8934])

<2> These control commands can also be triggered by a fault response.

<3><2>

<2> <3>ON/OFF1
(STWAE.0)

ON/OFF1
(STWAE.0)

<2> <3>

Enable operation
(STWAE.3)

<3>

<3>ON/OFF1
(STWAE.0)

<3>
<3>
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&Enable operation
(STWAE.3)

<3>

RKA ready to power-up
(r0046.7 = 0) [8934]

Pre-charging recover time
expired (r0046.4 = 0) [8934]

LSS inhibit time expired
(r0046.8 = 0) [8934]

Test mode: 
ZSWAE.13 = 1
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(0)

Test close/open S_q
p6651

<4>

Test mode inactive
 p6650 = 0

Test mode active 
p6650 <> 0

"Commissioning" (p0010 <> 0 or  p0009 <> 0)

OC/OFF2 (STWAE.1) 1
0 = External power-on inhibit active [8934])

<2> <3>

RKA ready to power-up (r0046.7 = 0) [8934]
Pre-charging recover time expired (r0046.4 = 0) [8934]

LSS inhibit time expired (r0046.8 = 0) [8934]

INF status int 
r3402

(1)

Ext run ended
p0864

RKA, pre-charging etc. is off, 
wait for power-on

RKA, pre-charging is powered-
up, Time monitoring, see [8960]

RKA, pre-charging etc. is on

RKA, pre-charging etc. is on




